The Alternatives

**ALTERNATIVE 1A**

Adds 8-foot-tall vertical system to existing 4-foot-tall outside handrail, total height 12 feet

**ALTERNATIVE 2A**

Replaces 4 foot outside handrail with 12-foot-tall vertical system, total height 12 feet

**ALTERNATIVE 3**

Adds horizontal net system 20 feet below the sidewalk, extending 20 feet out from the GGB horizontally

**ALTERNATIVE 1B**

Adds 8-foot-tall horizontal system to existing 4-foot-tall outside handrail, total height 12 feet

**ALTERNATIVE 2B**

Replaces 4 foot outside handrail with 10-foot-tall horizontal system with winglet on top, total height 10 feet

**THE NO-BUILD ALTERNATIVE**

Continue Non-Physical Suicide Deterrent Programs

The cost estimate for all Build Alternatives is approximately $40-50 million.